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From: Steve Alder,
Assistant Utah Attorney General

John Rogers,
Deputy Director for the Oil and Gas Regulatory Program.

Re: Status Report on Informal Rulemaking for Operatorship Rules.

The Utah Board of Oil, Gas, and Mining, (Board) has directed the Utah Division

of Oil, Gas and Mining (Division) to "immediately initiate informal rulemaking on

operatorship and/or operatorship designation andlor any and all rules necessary to

efficiently and effectively regulate the issue of 'operatorship' in the state of Utah." This

direction was included as part of the Board's Order Denying Request for Agency Action

in the matter of the request for agency action by Axia II, LLC For An Order Modifying
Spacing Orders To Include A Provision Granting A Right Of First Refusal To The

Majority Interest Owner To Drill And Operate A Well Proposed By A Minority Interest

Owner, Docket No. 2019-003 Cause No. 139-162'

After that case was heard but before the Order was issued, the Board's Chair

proposed ideas for operatorship rules which were distributed to the Division and others.

In addition, while the case was pending the Board chair proposed changes to the Oil and

Gas Conservation Act to clarifu the legal authority to establish operatorship rules, In

addition, the Order in the AXiA II, LLC case above refers to studies and papers

addressing the issue of operatorship for drilling units which the Board advises to the

parties to consider. Thus, the Board'Chair, presumably the Board, operators, and the

Utah Petroleum Association (UPA) have certain ideas about the goals and purposes of
such a rule and what an operatorship rule might include. The Division understands that

the UPA has a draft rule that it is reviewing internally that it will present to the Division
in the near future.

Contrary to the experience of operators and owners, the Division is not directly

involved in leasing and developing oil and gas properties. It is less familiar with the

advantages and disadvantages of such a rule from the perspective of an owner or

operator. It must rely on comments from others on the ways an operatorship rule might

impact correlative rights, leasing, and APDs by smaller or minority operators to proceed

with wells. The development of a rule that will "efficiently and effectively regulate

operatorship in Utah" will require collaboration with the UPA, and other affected parties.

The Division is willing and anxious to facilitate this discussion and participate in

a process to arrive at a proposed rule. In order to do this, the Division has set forth in its
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Proposed Scheduling Order that it will first meet internally to assess the issues and goals
for such a rule from the Division's point of view, then meet with the Utah Petroleum
Association and hear the ideas of its members. The earliest date that such a meeting
could be scheduled is November 21,2079. This meeting is scheduled to review the
horizontal well rulemaking options, but it has been difficult to amange any earlier
meeting times and the Division hopes that aportion of the meeting can be used to address
UPA's Operatorship Rule proposal. After this meeting the Division proposes to continue
in discussions the UPA and invite others (including knowledgeable Board members) to
meet during the holidays to outline a rule and develop a proposal to present publicly to
the full Board at the January Board Hearing.

The Order asks that there be a formal rule in place within six months, which
would be by the February 22,2020 Board Hearing (approximately six months from the
August 14,2019 Order). To meet this deadline, the Board would need to approve a rule
for filing as part of the formal rulemaking at its December 11, 2019 Board Hearingl. This
would place an obligation on the parties to agree on a proposed rule and have it ready for
Board action by that date. Merely negotiating a date when all of the needed Division and
UPA pafticipants could meet for the Horizontal Well Rulemaking has required at least a
one-month lead time. At the present time there is no meeting set to discuss the
Operatorship Rule, although the Division hopes to discuss the rule when it meets with the
UPA to talk about the Horizontal Well Rule on November 21, 2019. Under these
circumstances, it is hard to imagine that a rule could be ready for a vote to proceed with
final publication by December 11,2019.

Unless the Board decides to proceed with an UPA rule as proposed (and assuming
there is one ready by the December hearing), the Board and the Division will need time
to consider and analyze options for providing for operatorship for a drilling unit. If
I When the Board votes to proceed with formal rulemaking, the Utah Administrative
Rulemaking Act (Act, Utah Code $$ 63G-3-301 through 63G-3-702) requires that the
Division file the proposed rule and a required analysis with the Office of Administrative
Rules (OAR). Before filing the proposed rule, the Division must prepare an analysis of
the effect of the rule which must include comments by the head of the Department of
Natural Resources on the analysis. Even if the analysis is prepared in advance the
necessary review and comment by DNR requires a few days to a week. Once the
proposed rule and analysis are filed with OAR, it is reviewed and published in the next
edition of the State Bulletin which occurs on either the 1 st or I 5th of the month. The Act
requires at least 30 days from the date of first publication for comments before the Board
can vote to adopt the rule as proposed. Thus, there is a required minimum period of at
about 50 to 60 days between the vote to proceed and the vote to adopt. The Rule cannot
be effective for another seven days. These requirements mean that unless there are special
hearings scheduled, the time between a vote to proceed and a vote to enact a rule will
span three Board hearings. The middle hearing has traditionally been made available to
accommodate any public comment, however allowing public comment is not required
unless requested within 15 days of the date of publication by ten interested persons,
another state agency, or an association having ten or more members.
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agreement is to be reached, there must be time for differing drafts to be reviewed and

exchanged among the parties affected. The concept of establishing operatorship for

drilling units is potentially controversial and most likely will be complicated by the need

to balance the increased efficiency of allowing the designation of an operator for a

drilling unit against the need under Utah law to protect the correlative rights of owners.

The informal process would normally be the method for exploring the ways to address

the varying interest of the differently affected parties and that process will take time. The

period between the December and January Board hearings is the minimal amount of time

expected to be required for this informal process.

The schedule as proposed by the Proposed Scheduling Order would set the first

review of the proposed rule by the full Board at a public meeting for the January 22,2020

Board hearing. If the rules as proposed atthat meeting are adopted, they could be final

by the March Board hearing. The Board could allow public comment on the proposed

rule at the January Hearing. It is possible the Board may wish to adjust the Rule after

feed-back from the full Board or after public comment. In that event, the Board could

vote to proceed with formal rulemaking at the February hearing and a vote adopting the

rule at the April 22,2020 hearing.

The Division welcomes the comments and suggestions in response to this status

report and will seek to accommodate the Board's requests to make any modifications to

the Proposed Scheduling Order.
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